
The Sound of Freedom

Do you hear the people sing?
Do you feel the music of the world?
Over hill; over dale
Through brush; through briar
Over mountains over valleys
Freedom’s soul fire

Sing it from the hilltops
From crowded city streets
From every highway
Along every byway
And scenic country routes
Sing it from the meadows
To the Earth our sun warms and greets
To magical lands
To ocean~kissed sands

Sing it upon the seas
To a warm summer’s breeze
Sing freedom to the forests,
Rivers and plains
Singin’ in the rain
In the snow
Let freedom’s seeds grow

Nary follow blindly
Be ferociously curious
Wisely choose your path
Make a stand
Sing, Baby sing
There’s a reason to live
To sing, sing, sing
To create, create, create
To yourself and the world, love you give
We have the right to be free
To see a world longed to see

Braveheart sang of freedom
His last valiant words through pain
We must heed them
Lest they die in vain
Take heart his message
Live and sing it true
A wise sage born anew
Through you, Beautiful
Through you

Live in peace with your world
Her enchanting beauty unfurled
Giving you treasured keys
Unlocking your potential



Opening the door
And Mother Earth’s sacred lore
Opening your dreams
And your vibrant soul
More valuable than all the world’s gold
Live life to the fullest
Before in this world you come to rest
To be born anew as your soul’s journey
Continues in blissful paradise

A storm cometh to clear the path
Do you feel the wind blowing in?
Washing away tyranny
And all that does not serve
Ushering in a new age of reason
An age of wisdom, vibrance
Peace, joy, love, truth,
Justice, prosperity, freedom

Let doubt, hate, shame, guilt
Blow away into the ether
Scattering in powerful winds
Of positive changes
Now clearing the way
Be not afraid; stand tall
Stand strong; have your say

Freedom to move, act; love
Think, create; speak,
Work, learn, grow,
Evolve and ascend
Never lose sight of who we are
And the altruistic utopia we bring
Uniting peoples near and afar

Wake up, beautiful people
From this crazy world
Beyond its veils
Lies a world of wonder unfurled

A song of the heart
A song of the soul
Hear the words I sing
Let freedom
Let freedom
Let freedom ring

*

Inspired by John Farnham’s wonderfully inspiring songs ‘That’s Freedom’ and ‘Age of Reason’, ‘Les Misrables’
musical’s eye-opening and also inspiring song ‘Do You Hear the People Sing’, {musical by, Claude-Michel
Schönberg, Alan Boubil, Jean-Marc Natel. Novel written by Victor Hugo}, William Shakespeare’s
enchanting ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’, also by best-selling personal development author Christopher



Howard, encouraging us to cultivate a sense of ferocious curiosity. Also inspired by events in the world
taking our freedoms and to stand up for ourselves. Thanks also to the wonderful ‘Spill the Beans’ team for
the awesome inspiration-inducing monthly inspirations. You rock, guys! Let creativity ring!


